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Abstract— A fault in a complex technical system usually leads to a
large number of consequential faults. In a modern control room,
most variables are measured and monitored by an alarm.
Therefore, a non-trivial fault usually leads to a large amount of
triggered alarms, a so-called alarm cascade. Alarm cascades cause
information overload and renders the alarm system useless during
incidents. GoalArt has developed an algorithm that performs
root-cause analysis on-line in real-time, as a fault situation
develops. In this way, large alarm cascades can be reduced to a
single initiating event. This is a revival for the alarm list, which
becomes useful throughout complex fault situations. The
algorithm has been proven in several industrial branches, such as
conventional and nuclear power, electric power grids, and large
control centers.

I.

beginning of incidents and usually make the operators loose
situational awareness, exactly when they need it the most. This
problem is a threat to all modern control rooms. For an
example, see Figure 1.
The phenomenon of alarm cascades is well known (if not
well published) in most industrial branches. Alarm cascades
occur regularly in conventional and nuclear power, in chemical
and process industry, forest, mining, and metallurgy, power
grids, and the like. It is also common in less obvious places,
such as, for example, medical equipment, car repair computers,
airplane cockpits, and Internet control rooms.

INTRODUCTION

The most difficult alarm problem is that of alarm cascades.
When a fault occurs in a complex technical plant or system, it
usually causes a large number of consequential faults. As most
faults are alarmed, the result is a cascade of tens, hundreds, or
even thousands of alarms.

Figure 2. The alarm cascade shown in a dual alarm list.

Figure 1. An alarm cascade from the Swedish power grid.

Since the originating fault seldom occurs first, an alarm
cascade situation is very difficult to analyze. They occur in the

In fact, alarm cascade problems are more pronounced than
most people know, and alarm systems do not work as well as
one may be led to believe. When an incident starts, and sets off
an alarm cascade, an experienced operator disregards the alarm
system, and tries to assess the system state looking at high-level
system parameters. Once the incident has been handled, the
operator typically clears the alarm list without looking at the
alarms, and then resumes using it again, as a monitoring tool
during “calm” operation.
In short, a typical, state-of-the-art alarm system of today
becomes useless in complex fault situations, and only comes
back to work again when the fault situation has been remedied.

This is not due to unskilled operators or inferior alarm system
technology. So far, there simply have been no industrially
viable solutions for how to handle alarm cascades.
II.

REAL-TIME ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

GoalArt offers a new technology, based on multilevel flow
models, which can solve the problem of alarm cascades by
performing root cause analysis on-line in real time, as an alarm
cascade develops. By immediately showing the root cause or
causes, the system helps the operator to maintain situational
awareness in complex fault situations.
Note that the solution does not mean that alarms are removed from the system. In fact, it is the opposite. All alarms
arrive to the SCADA system and are sent on to the root cause
analysis algorithm. This, in turn, uses a so-called multilevel
flow model to calculate whether each new alarm is either a
consequence of an already known alarm, or a new root cause,
also known as an originating event.
Each alarm is labeled as either a root cause or a consequence,
and then transferred to the GoalArt alarm list. Here it appears in
either the root cause list, or the consequence list, see Figure 2.
The difference between Figures 1 and 2 is obvious. In the
dual alarm list, the operator can see the originating events
separated from the mass of consequential alarms. In other
words, he or she can see at a glance what has really happened.
We have seen the same effect in several different application
areas. During an alarm cascade, the one or two root cause
alarms are shown in the upper list as soon as they arrive, while
the rest of the cascade goes on in the lower, consequential list.
This means an information overload reduction of more than
99.9 %. The operators can use the alarm list and maintain
situational awareness through the entire incident.
The new root cause analysis algorithm is based on a
modeling technology called multilevel flow models.
III.

MULTILEVEL FLOW MODELS

The root cause analysis algorithm is based on a modeling
methodology called Multilevel Flow Models (MFM). These are
graphical models of goals and functions of technical systems.
The goals describe the purposes of a system or subsystem, and
the functions describe the capabilities of the system in terms of
flows of mass, energy, and information. MFM also describes
the relations between the goals and the functions that achieve
those goals, and between functions and the sub-goals.
MFM was invented by Morten Lind at the Technical
University of Denmark, [15-17]. Several new algorithms and
implementations have been contributed by Jan Eric Larsson at
Lund Institute of Technology, [3, 7-10, 23], and more lately,
GoalArt. MFM development started in the late seventies and
has reached industrial application in the beginning of this
century, [11-14, 21]. MFM provides an excellent basis for
diagnostic algorithms.
The details of MFM have been described in several previous
publications, [7-9]. A small model fragment from the Forsmark
3 nuclear model is shown in Figure 3. Note that there are small
but interesting variations between the MFM “dialects” used in
Denmark, Sweden, and Japan.

Figure 3. A small fragment of a nuclear MFM model.

The algorithms described in [7-9] are based on discrete logic.
The MFM algorithms all operate by searching in fixed graphs.
All cases are handled by search methods of linear or sub-linear
complexity. Together with the discrete logic, explicit means-end
concepts, and graphical nature of MFM, this gives several
advantages:
• The graphical representation provides strong support
for knowledge base overview and consistency.
• The high level of abstraction makes knowledge
acquisition, knowledge engineering, and knowledge
base validation and support considerably easier than
with alternative technologies.
• The graphical nature of the models allows the
algorithms to have good real-time properties, such as an
easily computed worst-case time, low memory
demands, and high efficiency.
• The high level of abstraction allows the algorithms to
be very fast. A worst-case alarm analysis on a full
nuclear model or a large power grid takes less than a
second on a standard PC.
These advantages have been observed in practice, during
several projects, [12-14, 21].
IV.

ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS ALGORITHM

At the heart of our technology is the root cause analysis
algorithm. It analyzes complex alarm situations and separates
root causes from consequential faults. The root causes can be
shown in a separate alarm list, while the consequential faults are
shown in another list or are suppressed and presented when
needed, as shown in Figure 2.
The algorithm uses two types of inputs for its calculations, an
MFM model of the system, and the actual fault states of the
system equipment, as given by the discrete alarm and event
signals.
The easiest way of explaining the principal nature of the
algorithm is through a simple example. Consider the flow
system in Figure 4, where a pump is feeding water into a closed
tank.
Assume that we have measurements of the output flow of the
pump and the level of the tank, including low and high limits
for alarm generation.

arrow. Any single fault is a root cause, and this is shown in
Figure 6 as a red dot below the storage symbol.

Figure 4. A simple pump and tank system.

The function of the pump in MFM terms is to provide a flow,
and the function of the tank is to store a certain volume. The
MFM model of the system is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 7. A pump low fault and a tank low fault.

In Figure 7, we see a situation where the pump has a flow
fault and the tank a low volume fault. An application of
consequence propagation rule number 1 says that the low fault
of the transport causes the low fault of the storage. In other
words, the tank volume is low because the pump is pumping in
too little water.

Figure 5. An MFM model of the pump and tank.

The function of the pump is described as a transport function,
and the function of the tank as a storage function. The other
MFM symbols appear to create a syntactically complete flow.
The small white dots mark where input signals are connected.
The physical pump is connected to the physical tank, and in
the MFM model, the transport function is causally linked to the
storage function. The algorithm assumes that four consequence
propagation rules are valid for any transport to storage
connection. They are:
1)
Transport low fault causes storage low fault
2)
Transport high fault causes storage high fault
3)
Storage low fault causes transport high fault
4)
Storage high fault causes transport low fault
The idea of general consequence propagation rules where
introduced in [7], and it has been further developed at GoalArt.
Using the four consequence propagation rules, we can
analyze any combination of low and high faults in the simple
pump and tank system.

Figure 6. A single tank low fault.

In Figure 6, we see the situation when there is a single low
fault in the tank. The input signal is shown as a blue down

Figure 8. A pump low fault and a tank high fault.

In Figure 8, the pump flow is low and the tank volume is
high. Rule number 4 says that the storage high fault is the cause.
In other words, the pump has stopped because the tank is full.
The complete root cause algorithm is built around the same
basic ideas as shown in the examples above. There is a set of
consequence propagation rules of each syntactically legal
connection of MFM symbols, and when new alarm and event
values arrive, an analysis of the situation is incrementally
updated by applying the rules to nearby symbols in a pair-wise
fashion.
A. Algorithm Efficiency
The implementation of the algorithm has several distinct
advantages:
• There is a small and fixed set of consequence
propagation rules, and once the syntax and semantics of
the MFM language is decided, the rules to not change.
• The algorithm updates its analysis incrementally, when
new values arrive. Then it only looks to the closest left
and right neighbor symbols with input signals. There is
no need to look at more than a small fraction of the
model for each update.
• The causal information is propagated along the fixed
links of the MFM model graph.
These properties make the algorithm linear or less than linear
in computational effort, and also very fast. They also mean that
a large model, say of an entire power grid, consists of many

connections of a very limited variation. Large simply means
more of the same thing. Thus, once we have described the basic
building blocks of a grid, like generators, lines, bus bars, and
loads, and validated that the analysis works for each of the
possible connections, we know that any grid model will work
correctly.
In practice, we have seen that an analysis of a complex fault
situation, say up to 500 – 1 000 alarms, in a large system like a
complete nuclear power plant with 5 000 signals, or a national
power grid with 10 000 lines, can be performed in sub-second
time.
B. MFM is a General Language
It is important to realize that MFM was designed to described
flow systems in general. This means that a large class of
processes can be described. MFM has been successfully applied
to power and heating, chemical reactions and burning, electrical
power, gas transport, petrochemical processes, but it can also
describe manufacturing systems, packet-based Internet, and
cash flow.
Thus, the model shown in Figure 5 is intended to describe the
functions of a flow from a pump into a tank. However, the
model is equally valid for a number of systems, where a flow
feeds into a storage, for example:
• A coffee boiler heating a pot of coffee.
• A charger charging a cell phone battery.
• A valve letting gas into a pipeline.
• A port feeding data packets into a buffer.
The basic strength of MFM and the root cause analysis
algorithm is that if the target system can be described in MFM,
the corresponding consequence propagation rules will
automatically be valid. Thus, the user never updates the rules or
the algorithm. Once there is a correct MFM model, the
algorithm will produce correct results.
We will now give an overview of a few industrial projects
where the MFM-based root cause analysis has been used.
V.

This event also triggered an alarm cascade of well above 100
alarms, which was later called the “alarm diarrhea” by the plant
personnel. This alarm cascade is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Part of the Vallvik alarm cascade.

The operators were unable to interpret the alarm cascade. In
actual fact, they did not even attempt to analyze it. Instead they
assumed that the problem was related to the degree of moisture
in the fuel, which had been a problem previously. They decided
to restart the boiler.

A CONVENTIONAL BOILER PLANT

In a pulp and paper plant, pulp is made by boiling wood in a
basic liquid environment. This process frees the fibers from the
rest if the wood contents. In a modern plant, the resulting
“waste” fluid is dried and then burned in a mesa boiler. In this
way, a large part of the raw material can be recycled and the rest
used for burning and creation of thermal energy.
However, the molten residue located on the bottom of the
mesa boiler becomes explosive when it comes in contact with
water. Thus, a tube leak in a mesa boiler is a dangerous threat,
and it makes a mesa boiler a much more critical process than,
say, a conventional power plant boiler.
At 00:41 at night on September 24th 1998, there was a tube
leak in the mesa boiler at the Vallvik pulp plant, on the east
coast of middle Sweden. The leak caused problems with hearth
overpressure and low levels in the stem and water system. There
was an almost immediate boiler trip and automated emergency
shutdown.

Figure 10. The GoalArt analysis of the Vallvik accident.

In the meantime, the leaking pipe flooded the boiler, and at
00:56, the boiler exploded, destroying most of the hardware and
burning down the building. This is the most severe Swedish
forest industry accident in modern times.

In a pilot project, the first author built a model of the Vallvik
mesa boiler. It comprises some 500 signals and took less than
two workdays to build. Testing and validation using the alarm
cascade as documented in the accident reports, took another two
workdays. The resulting demonstration system correctly
analyses the cascade and shows the two root causes from the
first few seconds of the event, see Figure 10.

information and were unable to understand the current fault
state and to plan and execute actions to isolate parts of or
reconfigure the grid.

Figure 12. The initial phase of August 14, 2003.

Figure 11. A process overview of the Vallvik boiler.

The analysis result is also shown in a process schematic,
where root causes are in red and consequences in yellow, see
Figure 11.
The analysis arrives at two root cause alarms. They are:

If we provide operators with an intelligent system to help
them understand the current (developing) fault situation, it
would be possible to provide quick root cause analysis, which is
necessary to restore operation. It could even be possible to
avoid large blackouts by quick actions in the short time period
during which the problems escalate from small to large.

Steam dome, low water level
Hearth, high pressure
Together, these two alarms clearly indicate that there must be
a leak from the steam and water system into the hearth. In other
words, there is a tube leak.
The crew had almost 15 minutes after the tube leak started,
before the boiler explosion. This is more time than needed to
perform an emergency emptying of the boiler.
It is quite safe to say that with a GoalArt system, the Vallvik
explosion could have been avoided.
VI.

THE AUGUST 14, 2003 BLACKOUT

The power grid is a complex and sensitive system, and its
operation is essential to modern society, [5, 18, 20]. The grid
operation has a very high reliability, but is still threatened by
small disturbances that develop into large failure scenarios that
can bring an entire grid to blackout, [1, 2]. Several instances of
this have occurred in later years. Most of the large blackouts
have been preceded by a short time period, from several
minutes up to a few hours, where smaller problems occurred
and fault indications and alarms started to pour in to the control
rooms. The operators quickly became overloaded with

Figure 13. Root causes of the August 14 cascade.

From 15:05 to 16:05 on August 14th 2003, the First Energy
grid in northern Ohio experienced a slow cascading outage,
[22]. It began when three 345 kV lines independently shortcircuited against trees. It was a hot day, but none of the lines

were heavily loaded. The reason for the short circuits seems to
have been bad tree management. When the three lines were lost,
the lines in the underlying 138 kV grid gradually overloaded
and tripped. After about one hour, the loss of lines overloaded
another 345 kV line between Sammis and Star, and when this
line tripped, there was a rapid fault cascade, which spread over
the eastern US and Canada in a few minutes.
In this case, the First Energy SCADA/EMS system also
experienced a problem. A software process that should transfer
data from the signal database to the alarm system presentation
hanged. Thus, the First Energy operators did not see any alarms,
and were not aware of the developing fault situation.

topology databases and creates a proper MFM model. The
topology interface uses CIM, SQL queries, or ASCII text, while
the alarm and event interface can be OPC or a number of other
protocols. Thus, GoalArt’s solution demands a zero modeling
effort for power grids.
The same is true for packet-based Internet communication.
VII. A SCANDINAVIAN NUCLEAR PROJECT
A GoalArt pilot system has been integrated with the Hambo
simulator at Hammlab, Institute for Energy Research (IFE) in
Halden, Norway, [12, 13, 21]. During the remainder of this
project, we are performing operator testing with crews from the
Scandinavian nuclear plants. The project is sponsored by all
Scandinavian nuclear power plants together.
The HAMBO simulator is an experimental simulator located
at IFE in Halden, Norway, and the simulator is used for
performing human performance experiments, as well as testing
of operator interfaces, alarm systems, and other operator support
systems. The simulator’s reference plant is the Forsmark 3
nuclear power plant in Sweden. Within the project, we have
covered around 6 500 status signals, which is a major part of the
simulator, using both MFM-based root cause analysis and statebased alarm priority. The project also includes development and
testing of new ways of alarm presentation, using the extra
information available from the root cause analysis and state
estimation. Concerning the existing alarm system of HAMBO,
[6, 19].

Figure 14. A part of the First Energy grid.

The first, slow part of the cascading fault situation lasted for
one hour, and during this time period, several actions could
have saved the grid and avoided the blackout, had the operators
been aware of the situation and understood the fault situation.
Here one can argue that if the alarm system software had been
working properly, a real-time root cause analysis could very
well have enabled the operators to avoid the blackout and save
the day.
In a project including EPRI, Midwest ISO, and First Energy,
GoalArt has created a demonstration system for the first, slow
phase of the August 14 cascade. The small alarm cascade is
shown in Figure 12. The GoalArt system correctly shows the
three independent short circuits as rot causes, see Figure 13. The
same result is also shown in a geographic one-line screen,
Figure 14. Here, root causes and shown as larger, red squares,
while consequences a re shown as smaller, brown squares.
During the first hour, from 15:05 to 16:05, there were plenty
of actions to take, which would have avoided the blackout. If
First Energy had had a working alarm processor and a GoalArt
system, the world’s largest blackout would not have had to
happen.
It deserves to be mentioned that for power grids, there is a
fully automated model generation algorithm, which reads the

Figure 15. GoalArt alarm list in Hambo simulator.

The aim of the alarm project has been to reach a full
integration of the alarm analysis and state-based alarm priority
in the HAMBO simulator, so that the new algorithms could be
tested under realistic circumstances on-line with real operator
crews. In this way, we hope to be able to obtain measures of the
usefulness and efficiency of the alarm reduction and situation
assessment provided by the GoalArt alarm algorithms.
In this nuclear project, we have used a quadruple alarm list,
Figure 15. The topmost list shows those alarm that have a

critical dynamic priority, as calculated by another GoalArt
algorithm called state-based alarm priority. The second list
contains the root causes, while the third list contains the
consequential faults. The state-based alarm priority algorithm
knows which alarms are expected in a certain state, and if such
alarms do not arrive, another type of fault is detected. We call
these missing alarms, and they are shown in the lowest list.
The test event shown in Figure 15 is the alarm list after a
standard full scram. Here some 800 alarms have been reduced
to 3 root causes and one critical alarm.
The first test runs with operators were performed in early
spring 2007. The results show that the operators find the new
alarm functionality to be very good, and superior to standard
alarm presentation. A final set of operator tests will be
performed in the late spring of 2007, and we are looking
forward to the results.
VIII. THREE-MILE ISLAND
The most infamous alarm-related event may be the ThreeMile Island incident in 1979. The two main problems of that
event were:
• The pilot-operated release valve got stuck in open
position, while the instruments indicated closed.
• The low water level and pressure that followed, lead to
a very large alarm cascade.
The TMI alarm cascade is not available in electronic form,
but GoalArt has built a small demonstration of the TMI
incident. The valve indication error is easily identified by
GoalArt’s measurement consistency algorithm, and the alarm
cascade would most likely be reduced to a single root cause by
the GoalArt root cause analysis.
The TMI incident has been the main inspiration for the
research and development that lead to the GoalArt technology,
which is available today.
IX.

SIMPLER SOLUTIONS

Several simpler solutions to alarm problems have been
proposed over the years. For alarm cascades, those solutions
have one thing in common–they do not work.
Precise time stamping is believed to be a way to find the
originating event. Several major vendors offer expensive
solutions for fast measurements and clock synchronization.
However, alarm generation time depends on when a value
passes an alarm limit, an this, in turn, depends on the tuning of
the limit value itself, the noise in the signal, the interdependent
tuning between alarm limits, underlying system physics, and
current load situations. We feel that it is safe to conclude that it
is impossible to tune alarm limits to follow all these parameters
dynamically, and thus, precise time stamping will never be a
working solution. We are not against getting better time
stamping, but it will not solve the root cause problem.
There are a number of alarm philosophies and alarm
management strategies, either performed by hand, or with more
or less computer support, which aim to lower the average
number of alarms per hour, that is, to stem the alarm flood, [4].
These include various database and statistics approaches as
offered by different vendors.

These methods all remove nuisance alarms, that is, alarms
without a user, alarms with erroneous limits, etc. The effect is to
reduce the alarm rate in “calm” situations. However, they have
no effect on alarm cascades, where the consequences are correct
alarms. Only a root cause analysis will solve this problem.
Priority is often used as a means to solve alarm problems.
Again, the priority is static and essentially can tell the operator
the criticality of an alarm, and how quickly he or she must react
to handle the fault, but it does not separate root causes from
consequences. In fact, a static priority is usually not applicable
to all emergency situations. For this reason, GoalArt has
developed an algorithm for dynamic priority, called state-based
alarm priority. This can be used to dynamically adapt the
priority of an alarm to the current operating state. However, it is
not a tool for root cause analysis. Instead, it blends with the
MFM-based algorithm for root cause analysis.
Some efforts have been put into writing better alarm
response procedures, and also putting such procedures on-line
in the SCADA systems. However, it is easy to see the practical
problem of using any kind of response procedure, when you are
faced with not one, but maybe 100 alarms. It is only when you
combine response procedures with root cause analysis that you
can expect the procedures to actually work really well.
Finally, there are proponents for building better systems, and
using more preventive maintenance, to avoid problems from
happening in the first place. But again, a reliable root cause
analysis is important for knowing where the faults occur.
Ordinary alarm statistics will always be degraded by a large
percentage of consequential alarms.
X.

CONCLUSIONS

Alarm cascades are the most difficult and dangerous alarm
problem, and root cause analysis is the solution. So far, there
has been a lack of viable solutions, but now GoalArt offers a
reliable and easy-to-use method. This technology has been
applied in several different industrial branches, and can handle
the largest of systems efficiently.
XI.
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